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Light Absorption Mechanism of c-Si/a-Si Half-
Coaxial Nanowire Arrays for Nanostructured

Heterojunction Photovoltaics
Xia Hua, Yang Zeng, Weizhou Wang, and Wenzhong Shen

Abstract— We theoretically studied the assembly of horizontal
single crystalline-silicon (c-Si)/amorphous-silicon (a-Si) core/shell
nanowires (NWs) into c-Si/a-Si half-coaxial NW arrays
(NWAs), which can be realized in large size for c-Si/a-Si
heterojunction solar cells. Through the finite-difference time-
domain simulations, we investigated the absorption mechanism of
the half-coaxial scheme. The single building block of half-coaxial
NWAs owns strong leaky mode resonances, which are the key
for NWs to exceed the planar absorption limit. These resonances
can be well preserved in the NWAs, leading to an excellent
absorption enhancement. We further carefully studied the
influences of various structural factors, i.e., the light interaction
effect of periodic arrays, leaky mode resonances in single blocks,
and the effect of indium tin oxide coatings. The optimized
half-coaxial NWAs are capable of absorbing most of the incident
light with only 10-µm thick c-Si substrate. Thus, the half-coaxial
proposal can significantly cut the required c-Si wafer thickness
in heterojunction solar cells, which loosens the restriction on
material quality of the c-Si substrate. This half-coaxial NWAs
structure may serve as a new way to improve the efficiency and
reduce the cost of silicon heterojunction solar cells.

Index Terms— Light trapping, nanowires (NWs), photovoltaic
cells, semiconductor device modeling, semiconductor
nanostructures.

I. INTRODUCTION

OVER the past decade, silicon nanowires (NWs) have
emerged as one promising platform to explore the

high-efficiency and cost-effective solar cells due to their
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unique absorption properties resulted from the subwavelength
dimension [1]–[8]. The coaxial heterostructure NWs of a
crystalline-silicon (c-Si) core and an amorphous-silicon (a-Si)
shell have been proposed as potential photovoltaic building
blocks [2], [6], [9] as they combine the advantages of the long
charge carrier diffusion lengths of c-Si and the high absorption
coefficient of a-Si [6], [10], [11]. Meanwhile, the a-Si shell
is capable of simultaneously providing effective surface
passivation for c-Si and creating a p-n heterojunction
with better band structure to enhance the open-circuit
voltage (VOC) [12]. The charge separation along the radius
in the radial c-Si/a-Si junction also increases the defect
tolerance [13]. Researchers have both numerically and
experimentally exhibited the extremely high light absorption
and photocurrent density of the single c-Si/a-Si coaxial NWs
compared with c-Si NWs [6], [9].

Nevertheless, the single NWs can only serve as nanoscale
power sources [3], hence it is essential to consider the
assembling and scaling of these individual c-Si/a-Si NWs
into arrays for general purpose solar cells [1]. Several groups
have made beneficial attempts on the c-Si/a-Si core/shell
vertically oriented NW arrays (V-NWAs) [2], [10], [13]–[18],
which stand vertically with the axial direction perpendicular
to the substrate plane. This kind of integration produces
excellent antireflection and absorption properties due to the
resonator antenna effect. However, the performances of the
2-D V-NWAs-based solar cells are typically limited by a
fundamental tradeoff between the attainable optical absorption
and the concomitant severe electrical recombination, since
the surface area is unavoidably dramatically amplified by
very long NWs [13], [14]. Recently, the 1-D horizontally
oriented NWAs (H-NWAs) [1], [4], [15] have attracted much
interest as another prospective assembly strategy. Different
from the V-NWAs, the H-NWAs lie flat on the substrate with
the axial direction parallel to the substrate plane, in which the
resonance effect is much stronger than in the V-NWAs [13].
This is because the resonances in V-NWAs can be excited
only by scattered light, while the resonances in H-NWAs can
be excited directly by incident light. Cao et al. [3], [4] used
the leaky mode resonances (LMRs) to study the resonance
effect in H-NWAs, which resemble a whispering gallery
mode in a nanoscale cavity. The LMRs are the key for
H-NWAs to break the planar absorption limits, and are widely
adopted by many researchers to explore the diverse exciting
advantages of the horizontal design, such as enlarged optical
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic c-Si (core)/a-Si (shell) half-coaxial NWAs (right) and
an enlarged single building block (left). (b) Calculated spectra of Qabs versus
wavelength under TM (TE) polarized illumination. Insets: distribution of the
electric filed intensity normalized to incident light for the corresponding peaks
indicated by arrows. (c) Absorption spectra for the half-coaxial H-NWAs and
single building block. (d) Distribution of the electric field intensity normalized
to incident light at wavelength λ = 694 nm under TE illumination.

cross section, broadband antireflection, angle-independence,
and material saving [1], [3]–[9], [15], [16]. Nonetheless, most
of these advanced designs involve complex and expensive
synthesis, which even offsets their optical superiorities and
can only be realized in a few periods [1], [7].

So far, a few studies have referred to the horizontal assembly
of c-Si/a-Si coaxial NWs or their unique optical properties
due to the dissimilar materials of the core and shell. In this
paper, we try to find a feasible and potential assembly strategy
of c-Si/a-Si core/shell NWs. Based on the previous studies of
H-NWAs, we propose the c-Si/a-Si half-coaxial NWAs as a
simple and general integration strategy for the large-area high
performance solar devices, which can be realized by standard
patterning and deposition techniques. We have demonstrated
that the structure of c-Si (core)/a-Si (shell) NWs lying flat on
a c-Si substrate [Fig. 1(a)] can effectively preserve the LMRs
excited within single NW elements. Combining the LMRs and
total light interaction effect of periodic arrays, we obtain very
strong absorption enhancement in the half-coaxial NWAs.
We also give fundamental insights of the influences of
structural parameters and coatings for further optimization.
As a result, the best half-coaxial NWAs structure can absorb
most of the incident light with only 10-μm thick c-Si
substrate. Moreover, we apply the half-coaxial NWAs to the
heterojunction with intrinsic thin (HIT) layer solar cell and
cut the required substrate thickness to about 10 μm, which is
significantly thinner than the traditionally used wafers. The
reduction of c-Si substrate thickness makes cheap wafers of

low quality acceptable in the fabrication of high-efficiency
heterojunction solar cells.

II. MODELING DETAILS

We have performed the finite-difference time-
domain (FDTD) simulations [19] to obtain the light
absorption in all structures throughout this paper. Fig. 1(a)
shows the schematic plot of the c-Si (core)/a-Si (shell)
half-coaxial NWAs structure, with an enlarged sketch of the
single building block in the left dash box. The half-coaxial
NWs structure is formed by integrating the c-Si/a-Si coaxial
NWs onto the underneath c-Si substrate, which lies flat
on the substrate and turns the perfect coaxial structure
into half-coaxial. The half-coaxial NWAs can be prepared
by standard thin film deposition of the a-Si shell on the
patterned c-Si substrate, and are characterized by the c-Si
core diameter d , the core height h, the a-Si shell thickness t ,
and the period of arrays p, as marked in Fig. 1(a). For the
single NW building block of the half-coaxial NWAs, we have
employed a simulation box of 0.6(x) × 0.6(y) × 1(z) μm
with perfectly matched layer conditions in x-and y-direction,
and periodic boundary condition in z-direction [see the axis
in Fig. 1(a)]. Thus, we can treat the single building block as
infinitely long, which has been well applied to describing the
light scattering and absorbing of various single NWs [4], [5].
The incident light source is a broadband (300–1800 nm)
plane wave normal to the substrate (along the y-axis). The
mesh grid is set to be 2 nm over the entire simulation
region. The absorbed power is directly calculated using
frequency-domain transmission monitors positioned around
the absorbing volume. A 2-D frequency-domain field monitor
cross cutting the building block in its center in the xy plane
is used to calculate the electric field intensity distribution
[discussed later in the insets of Fig. 1(b)]. The complex
refractive indices n and k are picked from [11], which are
widely adopted in solar device modeling [5], [6], [20]. The
FDTD dispersion model is Lorentz–Drude model.

For the NWAs structures studied in Figs. 1(c) and (d)
and 2–4, the FDTD calculation utilize a simulation box of
p(x) × 2(y) × 0.7(z) μm with periodic boundary conditions
in x- and z-direction, and perfectly matched layer condition in
y-direction. The reflected power R and transmitted power T
normalized to the incident light power are obtained through
the frequency-domain transmission monitors positioned at the
bottom and top of simulation region in xz plane. The absorbed
power is calculated as A = 1 − R − T . Other modeling
parameters follow the same with single NW building blocks
as stated above.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We show the schematic plot of the half-coaxial NWAs
in Fig. 1(a). The half-coaxial NWAs structure is very different
from the H-NWAs in [1]–[4], since it involves the
c-Si and a-Si core/shell structure and attaches to the under-
neath substrate. The proposed half-coaxial NWAs naturally
own unique optical properties because of the dissimilar absorb-
ing materials of the core and shell. We start from the optical
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Fig. 2. (a) Absorption spectra for the H-NWAs with h = 200 nm, V-NWAs
with h = 300 nm and planar structures with h = 200 nm. Inset: schematic
plot of the V-NWAs. (b) h dependence of JSC for the half-coaxial NWAs and
planar structures.

Fig. 3. (a) 2-D plot of JSC as a function of period p and diameter of single
building block D (D = d +2t). (b) p dependence of JSC under D = 210 nm.
(c) Best period p0 versus D. (d) Absorption spectra for varied D = 150, 180,
210, and 240 nm. Inset: 2-D plot of absorptance as a function of wavelength
λ and D ranging from 60 to 280 nm.

properties of the single building block of the half-coaxial
NWAs to give some fundamental insights. Since the single
building block is transformed from cylindrical NWs and is
attached to the c-Si substrate, the absorption performance

Fig. 4. (a) Cross section drawn of the half-coaxial NWAs with ITO coating
and c-Si substrate. (b) JSC versus ITO coating thickness tc . (c) Achievable JSC
with varied hs for the half-coaxial NWAs and flat structure. (d) J –V curves
of flat structure HIT solar cell with 98-μm thick c-Si wafer, flat structure
HIT solar cell with 10.3-μm thick c-Si wafer, and half-coaxial NWAs structure
HIT solar cell with 10.3-μm thick c-Si wafer, under AM1.5 solar spectrum.

may be different from that of traditional cylindrical NWs.
We demonstrate the changed absorption properties of this
single building block in Fig. 1(b) by calculating the spectra
of the absorption efficiency Qabs, i.e., the absorption cross
section normalized to the geometrical cross section [4]–[6].
The structural parameters of the half-coaxial building block
are d = h = 200 nm and t = 50 nm. Note that for unpolarized
sunlight Qabs = (QTM

abs + QTE
abs)/2, where QTM

abs and QTE
abs

denote absorption efficiencies for transverse magnetic [(TM),
electric field parallel to NWs axial direction] and transverse
electric [(TE), electric field perpendicular to axial direction]
illuminations, respectively. We can clearly observe the distinct
resonant peaks corresponding to the LMRs of different orders
as indicated to be TE/TMm,l in Fig. 1(b) [3]. Except the lowest
order mode TE01 and TM11, most of these resonances occur
in the wavelength range of 400–1000 nm, leading to great
potentials for photovoltaics since the wavelength region covers
the main part of the AM1.5 solar spectrum. We have also
presented the internal electric field distributions of the LMRs
in the insets of Fig. 1(b). These resonance patterns are very
similar to the typical TE/TM modes patterns demonstrated
in [3] and [6], with a small observed shift toward the
c-Si substrate. This can be interpreted as the break of the
perfect light confinement within NWs and the light coupling
into the substrate. Thus, we can confirm that the LMRs are also
the dominant light trapping in the half-coaxial single building
block morphology, which is the key for H-NWAs to obtain
strong absorption.

Then, we expand the single building block into arrays
to form the c-Si/a-Si half-coaxial NWAs. This proposed
structure serves as a simple and general assembly solution
of single NWs for practical solar devices, and can be
easily realized through standard technologies of thin film
deposition of the a-Si shell on the patterned c-Si substrate.
Specifically, the nanoscale patterned substrate may be
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prepared in centimeter scale by various conventional
nanolithography methods such as nanoimprint lithography
with a resolution of <200 nm [21]. The cost is lower than
that of the more advanced technologies that have higher
resolutions of <100 nm, and may be further cut down
with technology development. The following deposition of
the a-Si shell can be completed through plasma-enhanced
or hot wire chemical vapor deposition, both of which are
low-cost and proven techniques for large-size deposition. The
fabrication difficulty mainly lies in the surface control of the
patterned c-Si. The clean and even surface plays a crucial
role in uniform deposition of a-Si film, especially when the
a-Si film is ultrathin. Thus, the surface maintenance should
be very careful when moving samples to film deposition after
nanopatterning process. Compared with those complicated
assembly strategies limited to a few periods [1], [7], the NWAs
is attainable on an area of several inches, which is a relatively
large size for the nanostructure-based photovoltaics [22]
because of the homogeneousness issue.

In Fig. 1(c), we calculate the absorption spectrum of the
half-coaxial NWAs with the same parameters as that of the
single building block (d = h = 2004 nm and t = 50 nm).
The period of NWAs p is set as 600 nm without much
optimization. Note that here we treat the c-Si substrate as
infinitely thick without any back surface reflection and do
not consider the absorption of the substrate. The absorp-
tion spectrum of the single building block of the NWAs
under unpolarized illumination is also shown in Fig. 1(c)
for comparison. We can see that in short-wavelength region
(300–800 nm), the absorption of NWAs is quite comparable
with that of the single building block, while the absorption
resonant peaks are predictably merged because of the influence
of the light interaction effect in periodic arrays (discussed
later in Fig. 3). The observation that the absorption spectra of
NWAs become flat compared with that of the single building
block is consistent with the literature results [4], [9], primarily
due to the off-resonance absorption enhancement from light
dispersion and interaction in periodic arrays. On the other
hand, in long wavelength region (>800 nm), the absorption
of NWAs loses the resonant peaks because the lower order
LMRs (TM21/TE11 and TM11/TE01) are much more sensitive
to substrate coupling and extend further out of the NWs into
the underlying c-Si substrate [3]. Nevertheless, its influence is
limited since the AM1.5 spectrum declines to very weak in that
long wavelength region. We further demonstrate in Fig. 1(d)
the TE pattern at the wavelength λ = 694 nm to directly see
the remaining LMRs. The TE pattern corresponding to TE21
of the single building block [see the inset of Fig. 1(b)] appears
very similar to the original TE21 pattern, but with a shift to the
substrate below arisen from light coupling. From Fig. 1(d), we
can infer the preservation of the LMRs in the NWAs, which
play a crucial role in the absorption properties [as discussed
later in Fig. 3(d)].

To see the absorption superiority of the proposed half-
coaxial NWAs, we compare the absorption spectra between
the half-coaxial NWAs and the planar structure with the same
h = 200 nm and t = 50 nm in Fig. 2(a). We can find that
the absorption of the half-coaxial NWAs achieves significant

increment in the wavelength range of 300–800 nm, benefiting
from the well-preserved strong LMRs and light interaction
in periodic arrays. On the other hand, the absorption shows
little improvement (<10%) for long wavelengths because of
the strong coupling to the substrate, as shown in Fig. 1(c).
Next, we give out the comparable absorption spectrum of the
vertically oriented c-Si/a-Si NWAs [see the schematic plot
in the inset of Fig. 2(a), and the NWs are typical cylinders
as commonly prepared] with the same d = 200 nm and
t = 50 nm, but a higher h = 300 nm. Obviously, the
half-coaxial NWAs with smaller NW length exhibit very
close absorption spectrum compared with the V-NWAs and
even obtain ∼10% enhancement in the wavelength range
of 400–600 nm, which is the most important spectral range of
the AM1.5 spectrum. More importantly, the surface area of
the half-coaxial NWAs is only 5/9 of that of the V-NWAs,
implying a greatly reduced surface recombination for the
NWAs-based solar cells. Therefore, compared with the
vertically oriented designs, the horizontally oriented half-
coaxial NWAs own great prospects to realize high-efficiency
nanostructured photovoltaics, because of the achievable
excellent light absorption with substantially decreased
structure height and surface area.

The absorption of the half-coaxial NWAs can be engineered
by various structural factors. The higher h naturally leads
to enhanced light absorption, which has been commonly
observed in diverse nanostructures [10]. Fig. 2(b) shows out
the integrated short-circuit current density JSC of the half-
coaxial NWAs with varied h (d = 200 nm, t = 50 nm, and
p = 600 nm as figured above). Note that the JSC is calculated
over the AM1.5 spectrum (from 300 nm to the bandgap of the
absorbing materials, i.e., 1107 nm for c-Si and 712 nm for
a-Si) without any electrical loss as JSC = q

∫
�(λ)Abs(λ)dλ,

where q is the elementary charge, � is the photon flux
density, and Abs(λ) denotes the absorption of the structure
as a function of wavelength λ. This JSC of 100% internal
quantum efficiency is commonly used in nanostructured
photovoltaics to characterize the absorption ability of the
structure [4]–[6], [9], [11]. The h-dependent JSC of the
planar structure with the same t = 50 nm is also shown for
comparison. We can see that the JSC considerably increases
with increasing h because of the prolonged optical path length
and increased absorbing volume. The enhancement of JSC
compared with the planar structure also grows with increasing
h to 39.2% at h = 300 nm, and even reaches 60.8% at
h = 500 nm with the extremely high JSC = ∼20 mA/cm2.
Considering that h = 500 nm would result in greatly enlarged
surface area and subsequently severe surface recombination
loss, here we pick h = 300 nm as our best choice, which
already provides satisfactory optical absorption.

Fig. 3(a) shows the influences of other structural factors,
i.e., the period p, the c-Si core diameter d as well as the a-Si
thickness t , on the calculated JSC of the proposed half-coaxial
NWAs. It should be clarified that we have fixed d/t = 4/1 in all
our simulations to simplify the material proportion issue, and
have used the diameter of the single building block D = d+2t
to replace d for a clearer description on size impacts. First, it is
found that JSC always ascends with increasing p until the
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peak value and then declines sharply [see the p-dependence of
JSC under D = 210 nm in Fig. 3(b)], which corresponds
closely to the results in [4]. This behavior comes from the total
light interaction effect of the periodic arrays, which is to some
extent similar to the light coupling and propagations within
the 1-D gratings-based structures [23], [24]. The Rayleigh
anomaly [25] and Febry-Pérot phase-matching resonances
originated from the coupling of Bloch modes [23], [24], which
comprehensively determine the light absorption in the periodic
configuration. In addition, we also find that the best period
p0 under different D appears to be approximately linear to D
[as indicated in Fig. 3(c)], which can be used to roughly
evaluate the suitable values of p and D for reference.

On the other hand, different from the 1-D gratings, the
absorption enhancement of NWAs is not only determined
by the periodicity, but also the single building blocks with
core/shell structure. The D plays a crucial role in absorp-
tion properties because it dominates the LMRs in every
single building block of the half-coaxial NWAs. In Fig. 3(a),
the JSC shows a fluctuating trend with increasing D and
obtains the best values in the region of D = 150–240 nm.
We plot in Fig. 3(d) the absorption spectra of varied D from
150 to 240 nm to see the detailed change of the resonances in
the structure. We can observe three evident resonant peaks in
the wavelength range of 300–1200 nm corresponding to the
LMRs of single building block, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Clearly,
the resonances red-shift with increasing D as indicated by
dashed lines, and the D-driven red-shift substantially grows
larger for longer wavelength, which matches well with the
behavior of LMRs in single NWs [4]–[6]. The shift of the
resonant peak around the wavelength of 1000 nm can reach
up to 280 nm between D = 150 nm and D = 240 nm.
Moreover, we present the 2-D plot of absorptance in the inset
of Fig. 3(d) to see the change of absorption with different
wavelength for a larger range of D. It is found that the
three evident resonances red-shift with increasing D, and
the resonance intensities gradually shrink when the resonant
peaks red-shift to longer wavelength. This absorption behavior
is in good accordance with the calculated result in [3] on
single NWs, which also confirms the preservation of the LMRs
in the half-coaxial NWAs. Consequently, the D determines
not only the absorption peak position but also the resonance
intensity, leading to the optimal JSC = 15.88 mA/cm2 at
D = 210 nm (d = 140 nm, t = 35 nm, and p = 460 nm).
It should be noted that very large D (>300 nm) can support
more LMRs modes [5], [6], but the resonances may red-shift
beyond the wavelength of 1200 nm (1.03 eV that is lower
than the bandgap of c-Si), and have no contribution to the
photogenerated current.

On the basis of the above systematical investigation and
optimization of the light interaction in periodic arrays and the
LMRs in single building blocks, we further introduce the
indium tin oxides (ITOs) coating and c-Si substrate in the half-
coaxial NWAs, as schematically shown in Fig. 4(a), which are
generally adopted in realistic photovoltaics. The ITO coating is
an indispensable component of heterojunction solar cells both
for its high conductivity and optical benefits. The influence
of ITO coating thickness tc on the JSC of the half-coaxial

NWAs with the optimal configuration presented above
(D = 210 nm, p = 460 nm, and h = 300 nm) is shown
in Fig. 4(b). We have not considered the absorption of ITO in
the simulation because of its large bandgap (3.9 eV). Critically,
the absorption performance improves with increasing tc until
the peak JSC = 18.55 mA/cm2 at tc = 60 nm and then
degrades for thicker tc. This thickness dependence is similar
to the behavior of antireflection coating on traditional planar
structure, since the half-coaxial NWAs contain a large area of
flat part. However, it should be pointed out that the optimal
tc may vary with different D because the ITO coating also
perturbs the LMRs for the Fano interface effect in NWs [5] and
the change of effective refractive index of the environment.

With the optimal tc = 60-nm thick ITO coating, we
turn to calculate the attainable JSC with different substrate
thickness hs in Fig. 4(c) to explore the absorption ability of the
half-coaxial NWAs. Note that here the substrate is no longer
treated as infinitely thick and the absorption of the substrate is
included in the calculation, while no reflective back contact is
applied at the back surface. To compare with the conventional
c-Si/a−Si heterojunction solar cell such as HIT solar cell,
here we choose t = 25 nm [correspondingly, d = 100 nm,
D = 150 nm, and p = 390 nm, as obtained in Fig. 3(a)],
which is the generally adopted a-Si layer thickness. The JSC
of a flat structure with corresponding hs (the total thickness
is h + hs) under the same 60-nm thick ITO coating and
the theoretical limit are given as references. The JSC of the
half-coaxial NWAs appears dramatic increase between hs = 0
and 2 μm, and gradually grows after 2 μm until saturating
at 10 μm. Compared with the flat condition, the JSC of the
half-coaxial NWAs structure keeps substantial enhancement
for all hs . The NWAs structure with hs = 10 μm can
even provide much higher JSC than the flat structure with
hs = 20 μm, achieving an extremely high JSC of nearly
40 mA/cm2, which approaches closely to the theoretical limit.
Subsequently, we can tell that the half-coaxial NWAs structure
with only 10-μm thick substrate is capable of absorbing
most part of incident sun light. Actually, for Panasonic’s
HIT solar cell structure [26], a 98-μm thick c-Si substrate
with extra light trapping is necessary to absorb most of the
incident light and produce satisfactory current. Therefore, the
half-coaxial NWAs not only suppress the front surface reflec-
tion like other antireflection textures, but also significantly
reduce the required minimum thickness of c-Si substrate due
to the enhanced absorption, resulting in numerous benefits to
improve the performance of solar devices.

Finally, we extend the half-coaxial NWAs structure into
HIT solar cells to see the advantages brought by thinner c-Si
substrate. In Fig. 4(d), we employ the AFORS-HET (numerical
simulator automat for simulations of heterojunction) [27] to
calculate the J–V curves of three differently structured
HIT solar cells: p-a-Si (10 nm)/i-a-Si (15 nm)/
n-c-Si (98 μm) flat structure, p-a-Si (10 nm)/i-a-Si (15 nm)/
n-c-Si (10.3 μm) flat structure, and p-a-Si (10 nm)/i-a-Si
(15 nm)/n-c-Si (10.3 μm) NWAs-based structure.
The half-coaxial NWAs here use the same parameters
in Fig. 4(c) for comparison (D = 150 nm, p = 390 nm,
h = 300 nm, and hs = 10 μm). The incident illumination
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is set as AM1.5 spectrum and a 60-nm thick ITO coating is
applied in all three structures. The p-type doping concentration
is 7.5 × 1019 cm−3, while the contacts are assumed as
metal/semiconductor Schottky contact and flat-band. The
elaborate defect states distribution model of the c-Si and
a-Si bulk, c–Si/a–Si interface are picked from [27] and [28],
which is based on the reported experimental results. The
defect states in a-Si layer are exponential bandtail states and
Gaussian distributed deep dangling-bond states, while the
defects in c-Si wafer are acceptor-like oxidation vacancy. The
interface defect states are Gaussian distributed with the peak
located at midgap of c-Si, and do not result in modified band
bending. The defect states distribution model determines the
recombination of the solar cell simulation. All other required
electrical parameters are all referred to [27, Table I] to ensure
the reliability.

For the flat structure HIT solar cell with 98-μm thick
c-Si, we obtain the VOC = 0.753 V, JSC = 37.81 mA/cm2, fill
factor FF = 74.80%, and conversion efficiency η = 21.30%.
Comparing the simulated results with Panasonic’s reported
data of experimental HIT solar cell (VOC = 0.75 V,
JSC = 39.5 mA/cm2, FF = 83.2%, and η = 24.7%) [26],
we can see that the simulation is reasonable. Although
there are certain discrepancies between the exact numbers of
JSC and FF due to the usage of additional new technologies
and very high quality c-Si wafers in the experiment, this
simulation setup is sufficient to show the key concept in
the following, i.e., the gain in cell performance that comes
with a much thinner substrate. When we reduce the flat c-Si
substrate thickness to 10.3 μm (including h = 300 nm and
hs = 10 μm), the JSC and η dramatically decline, suffering
from the incomplete light absorbing, as shown in Fig. 4(c).
However, the VOC rises to 0.779 V because of ∼90% cut of
c-Si, which leads to a substantial decrease of bulk recombina-
tion. Note that in practice this rise in VOC may be compensated
by the increase in the surface recombination that comes with
the passivation and homogeneousness issues. Then, we replace
the flat c-Si substrate with the half-coaxial NWAs structure
of the same thickness 10.3 μm (with h = 300 nm and
hs = 10 μm). We can find that the yielded JSC grows
back to 35.34 mA/cm2, benefiting from the excellent light
absorption of the half-coaxial NWAs as discussed above. The
improvements of VOC and FF that come from the reduced bulk
recombination and resistance remain at the same level. As a
result, the half-coaxial NWAs-based HIT solar cell with only
10.3-μm thick c-Si wafer achieves an η = 21.65%, which
is 0.35% higher than that of the 98-μm thick simulated flat
structure HIT solar cell, showing a new way to realize ultrathin
high-efficiency solar cells (η > 20% with <50-μm thick
silicon absorbing layer [29]). More importantly, the largely
reduced substrate thickness requirement mkes cheaper silicon
wafers with lower qualities feasible in high-efficiency solar
devices, since the diffusion length of ∼10 μm is enough within
such a thin silicon layer.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have proposed the c-Si/a-Si half-coaxial NWAs as an
easy and general assembly strategy of single c-Si (core)/a-Si

(shell) NWs, which is potentially scalable to large-area
modules by standard patterning and deposition technologies.
We have employed the FDTD simulations to illustrate that the
half-coaxial scheme attached to a c-Si substrate effectively
retains the LMRs within the single elements, providing
satisfactory absorption with small structure height and surface
area. Detailed optimization has been achieved by carefully
tuning the influences of light interaction in periodic arrays
and the LMRs in single blocks as well as the ITO coating.
As a result, the half-coaxial NWAs structure is able to absorb
most of the incident light with only 10-μm c-Si substrate,
much thinner than the conventional thickness of ∼98 μm for
planar structured HIT solar cell. This reduction of necessary
substrate thickness of HIT solar cell yields improved solar cell
performance benefiting from the accompanying decline of the
bulk recombination and resistance. The thinner substrate may
also be a new method to cut the cost of silicon heterojunction
solar cells due to the loosened restrictions on material quality
of the c-Si substrate.
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